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SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

The purpose of the project is to make measurements and theoreti-

cal studies of the characteristic emission and absorption spectra of 

the four elements, titanium, zirconium, hafnium, and'thorium, and. 

their alloys. This work is being coordinated with that in the metal-
~ 

lurgy department of ORNL,-which is furnishing the pure metals and such 

alloys as are of significance. 

The scope of the work in the experimental direction is to make 

spectral measurements under the highest resolving power and accuracy 

of intensity measurement that are feasible in the intermediate wave-

length range (5 <A< 15 Angstroms), and to plan and construct an 

instrument in the long wavelength region (50< A< 1000 Angstroms). 
"J 

The scope of the work in the theore~ical direction is to corre-

late the e~perimental findings with established theory where possible, 

in an effort to understand the effect of alloying on the electronic 

band structure. Conversely, an understanding of the electronic band 

structure should lead to better undert;tanding of mechanical, thermal, 

and electrical properties of these alloys. 
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SOFT X-RAY SPECTRA OF METALS AND ALLOYS 

A. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION DURING YEAR 

The problems.receiving attention during the present· contract 

year are described below. Except for the article referred to under 

item 51 detailed results are not available at the present time. 

1. The M-series emission spectrum of .thorium is of particular 
interest from the standpoint of results on zircon~um, 
described in Report No. 4 of this project, dated March 15, 
1955· Data. previously obtained on zirconium were inter
preted to indicate the existence of double exciton states 
in the excited atom in the metal. Similar data are being 
taken for the M-series of thorium. 

2. Professor J. Korringa has been working further on the 
theoretical interpretation of the data. from zirconium 
together with results obta~ned in other experiments on 
the L-series emission lines of nickel, copper, and zinc. 
He is preparing an article for publication which examines 
the exPerimental results on 'the assumptions of single and 
double. exciton states in these metals. This bears upon· . 
the general problem.of identifying the observed spectral 
structure with the electronic band s~ructure in the metal. 

3· The work on zirconium mentioned.above suggested that the 
intensities of the satellites accompanying the 17·1 line 
might depend upon the height to which the Fermi level 
extends in the metal. To test this point the satellite 
intensities are being measured in p~e zirconium and in 
an alloy of indium with zirc~nium prepared.for the pur
pose at the Metallurgy Laboratory of ORNL. 

4. The K7 emission line of titanium is being mea~ured to 
determine its contour accurately, and also the contour 
of the same line in alloys of titanium with vanadium so 
prepared as to have the bee structure of vanadium. Both 
Ti and V emission lines are being studied~ 

5· An article entitled "The X-Ray Spectroscopy of Solids," 
is included as a part of this report. It has been pre
pared and submitted to the American Society for Metals 
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to be publi.shed in June 1956 in the Annual Symposium 
Volume •. This article reviews the significant work in 
the field during the past 10 years and examines the 
status of the notion that x-ray emission and absorption 
spectra can be identified with the density-of-states 
curve for the valence-conduction band of the metal. 
Data gathered on this contract were used extensively. 

6. Design and 90nstruction of the long-wavelength spectro
graph (50-lOOOA) mentioned in previous reports as an ob
jective of this program have not been advanced very far 
this year. It has been planned that much of this work 
would be accomplished under University auspices. In 
previous· years several students working for the Master's 
degree or the Doctorate have helped to advance the project, 
in addition to those employed on a part-time basis. How
ever, all.the doctoral candidates who have been associ
ated with the project have received the Ph.D. and left 
for permanent employment elsewhere. Dr. Nathan Spielberg 
left the project in 1953. Dr. J. A. Soules worked during 
the summer of 1955, resigning in September. No other 
graduate student was available to assist in the program 
this year, with or without compensation from the contract. 
Conseq_uently the Supervisor, Professor C. H·~ Shaw, has been 
working alone on the experimental program since the summer 
of 1955· Some additional details of the spectrograph de
sign have been pl~nned, but no,actual construction has been 
started. A graduate student is expected to be available 
to assist in this program starting in the fall or· 1956; 
also it is expected that at that time another x-ray 
spectroscopist will be joining the Physics Department staff 
and will thereafter participate in this project on a part
time basis. 

7· It is·expected that during the coming year Professor 
'Korringa will complete a paper on the theoretical inter
pretation of the data for zirconium; and that Professor 
Shaw will prepare for publication a report on the experi
mental work on zirconium, as well as related data on the 
L-spectra of copper, zinc, and nickel which are being 
investigated unde~ a contract sponsored by ONR. The ex
pected addition of another faculty member and a graduate 
student to the staff of the project should permit a sig
nificant amount of work on the long-wavelength spectre-

. graph (50-~000A) to be accomplished., 
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FOREWORD 

This report is based on a paper presented in October 

1955 before the Symposium of the American Society for Metals 

held at Philadelphia. This is by no means an exhaustive 

review; selection of the material discussed was made accord

ing to the author's interests. 

Some of the work reported here was assisted by the Office 

of Naval R~search and the Atomic Energy Commission through 

contracts with The Ohio State University Research Foundation . 
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I. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

' Soon after the discovery of x-r~s in 1895, Roentgen,in his search 
for experimental evidence of their nature, passed a beam of the radia
tion through a crystal of calcite and measured the transmission (18 )*. 
He speculated that the transparency of the crystal might depend upon its 
orientation, having for example, different transmission characteristics 
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis. He failed to detect any 
effect for equal thicknesses of calcite. A considerably longe·r exposure 
might have registered the faint diffraction spots and thereby made 
Roentgen the discoverer of x-r~ diffraction. Much speculation and many 
inconclusive experiments over the succeeding sixteen years failed to 
clarify the nature of the radiation. The definitive experiment was per
formed in 1912~. In that year Friedrich and Knipping, acting on a 
suggestion of M~ Laue, obtained a diffraction pattern of zinc blende 
with heterogeneous radiation (19). The success of this experiment pro
vided convincing evidence that x-rays are electromagnetic radiation of 
short wavelength. 

Von Laue, in his analysis of the zinc blende diffraction pattern, 
found it difficult to account for all the observed lines on the assump
tion of a simple cubic structure (2.0). W. L. Bragg (21) not only ac
counted for the entire pattern by assuming·a face-centered cubic struc
ture but in the process had the inspiration which both placed x-ray 
diffraction on a firm basis arid founded the field of x-ray spectroscopy .• 
He found it convenient and consistent with observation to associate with 
each line in the pattern a regular array of scattering atomS in the 
crystal arranged~! multitude ~parallel regular1y spaced atomic 
planes, each of which scatters a small fraction of the incident x-ray 
beam according to Huyghen's principle. This train of thought l~d Bragg 
to the idea of the "reflection" of x-rays from a crystal, requiring that 
two conditions be fulfilled: 1) that the angle of incidence on the 
atOmic planes and the angle of reflection be equal, and 2) that 

n~ = 2d sin e, (1) 

the so-called Bragg law. 

In powder diffraction work a carefully monochromatized beam of 
x-rays is used, making ~ the same for all diffraction lines. This 
leaves as variables in the Bragg law, n, d, and e, of which e can be de
termined from the lines in the pattern. The analysis of the microcrys
talline structure proceeds from this point. In x-ray spectroscopy, on 

*See Bibliography at end of report. 
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the other hand, a large, single crystal is used to analyze the hetero
geneous incident beam, and d remains constant·throughout the experiment. 
With n fixed, one· has a simple relation between A and 9_, and the experi
ment consi_~ts··in determining the spectral intensity, i.e., intensity as 
a function of wavelength, fr.om the measurements of intensity vs·e. - .,. . . 

W. H. Bragg (22), in a terse communication of two sentences,reports 
his success in observing the reflection of x-rays from a mica crystal 
with an ionization spectrometer. The approximate .. dE! sign of his equip
ment is illustrated in Fig. 1. Lead slits A and B directed thE! x-ray 
beam"ov~r t~e axis of rotation of the spectrometer •• The cleaved mica 
crystal was mounted with its refJ,.ecting face on the axis, about which it 
rotated~ The ionization chamber D likewise· rotated '.about the spectrom
eyer axis. To_plot out the x-ray spectrum it was only necessary to 
position the ionization chamber to receive the reflected ray, according 
to the first condition above, and then, while preserving this condition, 
to sweep through the spectrum by varying the angle of inciden.ce ·e~ The 
spectral distribution is given as ionization .current vs. wavelength ob
tained through the use of the Bragg law • 

. .. . Figure 2 is similar to the spectrum Bragg obtained. There· are two 
distinguishable parts: 1) the continuous spectrum, falling off toward ., 
greater. Wavelength, of which we shall have little to say' and 2) super..:. 
posed on this, the line or characteristic spectrum, which will be our 
main concern.- ·The latter is termed characteristic because the number, 
wavelengths, and intensities of the lines are properties of the target 
materiaL ·· In 1913 and 1914 Moseley (23) presented a classic experimental 
study of certain emission lines for elements from aluminum (atomic num
ber 13) t~ gold (Z = ·79) ... His experiments provided striking confirmation 
of the nuclear structure of the atom as proposed by Rutherford and by 
Bohr ( 24 )( 25) • These concepts were extended by Bohr ( 26) and Stoner ( 27) 
to give us our modern picture of the arrangement o~ electrons in atoms 
as we pass through the periodic table. 

From the measured wavelengths of the characteristic radiations one 
can quickly compute the frequencies and quantum energies (1). Studies 
of the quantum epergies for the pure elements have led to the concept-of 
the energy-level diagram, from which the quantum energy for any given 
electronic transition* may be obtained by taking the difference in 
ene_:rgies· of the· two ·ievels involved (ll). · All x-ray lines wlifch can be 

* In this paper we shall speak of electronic transitions between 
le·vels, though, more properly, one should treat of transitions between 
energy states of the system. In the excitation of an atom, for example, 
not only is the ionized level involved, but all levels are shifted 
more or less in energy. We largely ignore these latter. 
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Fig. 1. The Bragg spectrometer. .The .detector D rotates at twice 
the angular rate of the crystal c. (From Reference 2,. 
courtesy D. Van Nostrand Co.). 
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Fig. 2. Emission spectrum from a metal, showing the charac~e~istic 
spectrum superposed on the continuous spectrum. The 
abscissa is e in degrees. (From Reference 2, ~curtesy D. 
Van Nostrand Co.). · 



so described are called diagram lines. In addition to the diagram.lines 
many others are observed. They are usually rather faint and usually 
near diagram lines, but always on the high frequency side. Their posi
tions are not predicted by the energy level diagram. These lines are 
termed sa-tellites or· non-diagram lines and were explained by 
Wentzel. (28)(29) as arising from the fairly rare event in which the 
radiating atom is ionized initially not in one inner level, but two. 
Consider, as an example, the schematic energy level diagram for 
rhodium (Z = 45) pictured in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows one of the pos
sible transitions giving diagram lines when the atom is singly ionized 
in the LIII shell. Figure 3b shows the sa telli ~· transitions according 
to .Wentzel (28) in which the atom becomes ionize~ simultaneously in two 
inner· levels, e.g., LIII and'MIVi presumably by the initial electron 
impact. Ionization of the Mrv level·lowers the energies of all the 
levels relative to those in Fig. 3a in such a way that the succeeding 
electron transition Mv-+ LIII occurs with somewhat higher radiation 
quantum energy, accounting for the higher frequency of the satellite 
as compared to the.diagram line. 

If one examines quantitatively Wentzel's mode of excitation he 
finds· that the predicted satellites, while in the correct ·spectral posi
tions,.are too·weak to account for the observed intensities. Coster and 
Kronig {28) found the answer {Fig. 3c). They suggested that we fix our 
attention not on ini ti.al exci t~tion of the Liii level, which accounts 
for the diagram radiation La1 2 but rather on the equally probably ex
citation of the LI level. Th~ iatter can be filled by an electron from 
an upper level, but not by one from the LII or LII level if the excess 
energy is to be Udiated-;-f'O'r"t~i'S'"f'ororddenoy ~selection rules. 
However, ·the electron transition LIII -?I.I ~ LII ~LI :!! allowed.!!, the 
energy .!!,, transferred to another· ~roi'i"; ratner ~ being ejected .!E. 
~ ~ of radiation. This is called a radiationless or Auger transi
tion.. It turns .out that for ·rhodium and for elements of a few· atomic 
numbers ·above and below rhod.ium the Auger transition LIII ----?LI has· 
enough energy to eject an Miv v electron from the atom. The Auger tran
sition probability in these c~ses is quite high .and the satellite inten
sities·are nicely···accounted for on this model.. The reader must be 
cautioned, ·however, that the double· inner ionization theory does not 
aocount fqr the number, -position, and inten·sitie.s of ;.all· ooserved satel-

. 'I . lites .by -any means.' 

It is an interesting fact, and instructive for our purposes, that 
x-ray lines, as well as other spectral lines, are not infinitely narrow, 
b~~ rather ~~ve quite appreciable width. If the line under consideration 
arises from an electron transition between levels deep inside the atom, 
it"oftentim.es.JW3.y, but not necessarily must, be "simple" .. in structure. 
It· is. said to: have a classical or Lorentzian'' {30) shape, which would 

. ·r-esult .if.; the. :Fadiating source were a damped s:i.mple harmonic oscillator • 
. The "~dth··Of such a line is conve.n;tionally measured at half the maximum 
intensity, usually in electron volts (ev). If, on the other hand, the 
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Fig. 3. Schematic energy level diagram for' rhodium (Z=4~). Arrows indicate. 
the direction of the electron transition. All levels below the con
duction band are normally filled. The energy zero at the top or the 
diagram represents an electron at rest and entirely removed from the 
metal. As the electron occupies· empty levels nearer the nucleus (N, 
M, L, K). its energy decreases and it is more tightly "bound" to the 
nucleus. Thus, an electron must be given energy {e.g., by electron 
impact) to be lifted to a high~r level as in {a) which represents the 
transitions for the diagram line r.a1 • Diagrams {b) and {c) give tran
sitions for the La1 satellites. See text. 
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outer level from which the electron drops during the radiating process 
is the valence level in the solid, the line usually (but not al~s) is 
much wider than in the first case and ~ be rather complicated in 
structure~ These features, we should like to say, correspond to the 

I 

Width and structure of the valence electron band of the solid, and from 
the measurement of such structure we should be able to determine the 
so-called energr-density-£!-electronic-states curve for the solid. (3). 

Not only are characteristic spectra observed in emission but also 
in absorption. The appearance of the latter, howeyer, is in striking 
contrast. :wi ~~ the former. All absorption spectra· are characterized by 
a more· or less sharp increase in the absorption coefficient at a crit
ical value of the frequency or wavelength of the inci4ent x•rays, as 
the frequency (i.e., the quantum energy) is increased (31). This edge, 
in general, is complicated by the presence of absorption lines (43), 
which again we should like to associate with structure in the conduction 
energy ~and;. 

We may be quite sure that electron transitions involving the 
valence· and conduction bands "'are in reality not so simple as ind-icated 
in the last paragraphs. If we ·compare the energy levels of an isolated 
atom·of atomic number (Z + 1) with those of an atom of number z, we will 
find that each of the former lies below the corresponding level of the·: 
latter.on the energy level diagram, because of the greater attraction 
of the nucleus. When an atom of a solid of'atomic number z is ionized 
in an inner level the positive ion remaining is quite different from 
the adjace·nt ions a.nd must be regarded as an impurity ion of effective 
nuclear charge (Z + 1). We should expect, then, that the state for the 
impurity atom corresponding to that for the conduction band for the 
solid would be the more tightly bound, i.e., would lie below the con- .:· 
duction band for the remainder of the solid. Such atomic-like states 
are called exciton states (32). 

The role played in the x-r~ spectra of solids by exciton states 
seems first to have been pointed out by Mott and Cauchois (lll)(l78). 
These authors used such states to explain the existence of the "raies 
blanches·" (white lines) found in some cases in absorption spectra immed
iately to the high frequency side of the initial absorpt~on· ... This hy
pothesis has been elaborated and quite fruitfully applied in the explan
ation of some puzzling spectralcharacteristics (213), as we shall see 
later. 

That valence forces in the solid affect x-ray characteristic spectra 
to a minor, but measureable, dei,ree appears first to have been shown by 
i~ Bergengren (33 )(34) in 1920· for the cas.e of.. absorption.· He observed 
i small difference· in the position of the K absorption edge of black 
phosphorus and of phosphorus in phosphoric acid, whose edge he suggeste 
would probably coincide with that of white phosphorus. Not until 1924 
did Lindh and Lundquist (35) find the corresponding effect in emission 
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spectra. They found a distinct difference in the appearance o_f the Kj3 
line of sulphur in the sulfide as compared with that in the sulphate. 
The many papers on the subject· since that time (3) (4) have. shown that 
several effects are de.tectable upon chemical combination. or alloying of 
various elements. They are: l) The wavelength change of certain emis
sion lines of light elements; 2) the wavelength change of the absorption 
edges of light elements; 3) changes in the structure of emission lines; 
4) changes in the structure of absorption edges; 5) the appearance of 
emission lines in the compound, or alloy, not present in the pure 
element (339) -(3) (36) • 

.. It is our task to examine the wavelengths, shapes,. and. intensi.ties 
of emission lines or bands and of.absorption edges of the pure elements 
in the vario.us .:physical states, and of the same elements in their multi
tudes of chemical combinations and in their varieties of alloys, to 
learn what such observations can teach us about the behavior of the 
electrons, especially those electrons which are farthest from the nuclei. 

II. INSTRUMENTATION 

Valence electron processes occurring during chemical combination and 
in the alloying of metals involve energies of the order. of a few electron 
volts {37). If we are to study these effects in x-ray spectra with suf
ficient precision to draw· dependable conclusions it is obvious that the 
instrument employed must be so designed that spectral structure corres
ponding to such energy differences can be clearly resolved. Actually 
the spectral modifications observed are often quite subtle; sometimes 
the structure is merely widened or narrowed or the rela.tive intensities 
in the structure are changed (339). We should like to use an instrument 
capable of resolving structure no further apart in energy than 0.5 ev 
(preferably less than 0.1 ev), and capable of measuring intensities to 
one percent or less. I~t us see what broad implications this has for the 
e-!C:Perimental approa,~h to the problem •. 

The spectral range of interest extends from about 6.5 A to 1000 A. 
The e.xperimentally practicable· regions in this interval.,.can be distin
guished acco·rding ·to the instrumentation which has been. found sui table 
in each region. These may be termed the short, the medium, and the long 
wavelength regions. 

The short wavelength region (0.5 to 3 A) is characterized by the 
fact that air absorption, while sometimes appreciable, is usually toler
able and the instruments are for the most part quite open and easily 
handled. Of the several types of spectrometers which have been designed, 
three are satisfactory for our purposes: l) The curved crystal reflec
tion spectrometer, 2) the curved crystal transmission spectrometer, and 
3) the double-crystal, or more properly, .the two-crystal spectrometer (12). 
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The x-ray optics are indicated for the three cases in Figures 4, 5, 6. 
Of the three .it is- gener~lly recognized that. the two-crystal spec
trometer i~he.r.ently has somewhat the highest resolving power. · But more 
importa~t than this is the fact that it is possible to get an estimate 
(38) of the instrumental resolving power for this instrument. From 
this measurement one can in some cases correct the observed data to give 
an idea of what the structure would be with infinite instrumental resolv
ing power (38) (285). Such an estimate of resolving power is obtained 
by measuring the width at half maximum of the (1,-1) curve as a function 
of .wavelength. The ~dth of the approximate "spectral window" so 
obtained is shown in Figure 7 for several pairs of crystals. The in
terest in these ~urves at the moment is that they all rise at the short 
wavelengths indicating a de.terioration of instrumental resolution in 
this region. In spite of the simplicity possible in the design and use 
of x-ray spectrometers in the short wavelength spectral region we must 
conclude that it is not a very good one for valence and conduction band 
studies. There is another compelling reason for avoiding the very short 
wavelength region. High energy electron transitions are associated with 
the more tightly bound levels in the atom, e.g. the K level. The lifetime 
of the excited K level is quite.short and ~his level is correspondingly 
broad, especially for atoms of high atomic number. Lines which involve 
the K level will have appreciable contributions to their width both from 
the intrinsic K +evel width and the instrumental broadening. In spite 
of these disadvantages a great deal of work has been done in the short 
wavelength region with most interesting results. 

The only test yet devised for spectral resolving power for curved 
crystal spectrometers is to compare the width of a good representative 
line with that given by the two=crystal spectrometer using" the same kind 
of crystals with their surfaces prepared in the same way (128). When 
the measurements are correctly performed the widths are invariably 
s·omewhat wider for the curved crystal: instrument; indicating lower re
solving power (321) (341). 

Two methods have been widely used in recording the spe·ctrally ana
lyzed beam, the photographic and the electronic. The photographic 
method. has .JJEJly adv&1tf;tges, among which is the very desirable simplicity, 
not oniy of the detector itself but of the controls necessary for the 
regulation.of the voltage and current. of the x-ray tube. ~1rthermore, 

pho~ography is ideally suited to survey work of all kinds, for a sub
stantial part of the spectrum m.ay be registered in a single exposure. 
It is also ~rell suited for the study of faint structure which has no 
fine detail (3.9), It is not yery satisfactory, however, for the pur
poses we h,ave .. in mind, unless extraordinary precautions are taken (83), 
because of the large and very sha.r:p changes of intensity'· and there
fore of photographic density, along the plate in many cases. Grain 
size, scattering in the emulsion and other effects obscure such changes, 
together with any'faint spectral structure· in the region. 
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Fig. 4. Optics of the reflection curved crystal spectrometer. The crystal 
C, with its atomic planes parallel to the face, is bent to radius 
2R and placed tangent to the Rowland circle of radius R, upon 
which the photographic film P, or the slit of the electronic de
tector, is placed. Radiation of the proper wavelength from any 
point S on the circle will be brought (almost) to a line focus 
on the circle. The x-ray target usually is placed at T. S then 
becomes the virtual source and, because of the properties of the 
three-dimensional grating, the sharpness of the focus is undis
turbed. 
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... 

Fig. 5. Optics of the transmission curved crystal spectrometer. The 
reflecting planes are perpendicular to the crystal face,whicb 
again is curved so that the planes all poirit toward o•. The 
source is an extended one, as indicated. P indicates the 
photographic film. 
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Fig. 6. Optics of the two-crystal spectrometer. Both crys'tals are plane. 
The axes of rotation are indicated by the dots. X-rays from a 
b.road region of the target T and over a very small spectral range 
A = .~ - l\1 (where l\2 > l\1) are reflected by the first c.rystal A 
in a fan of bundles of parallel rays. In the (1, - 1) position 
all rays are reflected by the second crystal B to the detector D 
with the intensity a maximum when the second crystal is parallel 
to the first. In the (1, + 1) position Al and A2 are reflected 
in succession as crystal B is rotated about its axis in a clock
wise direction to plot out the spectrum. The first.crystal acts, 
then, as the collimator, the second as the analyzer. 
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Fig •. 7 ~ . Two-crystai spectrometer (1, -1) w.idth at half maximum as a 
function o~ wavelength for several kinds of crystals. These 
curv~s. give some idea of the "spectral Window" to be expected_~ 



The Geiger counter, the proportional counter, and the scintillation 
counter (347) are perhaps the most satisfactory electronic detectors for 
the short wavelength region. Of these the Geiger counter requires the 
simplest circuitry but is quite unacceptable for the most pre~ise work 
because of the unknown and variable spurious count characteristic (177). 
For much work, however, it is moderately good. The development of fast, 
high gain pulse amplifiers has made the proportional counter the most 
satisfactory detector. The proportional counter, very similar in its 
construction to the Geiger counter, is so named because the voltage 
pulse size is proportional to the quantum energy •. This detector gives 
no spurious puls~s, is in every w~ very stable in operatio~, and shows 
excellent intensity linearity. It has the added advantage that if the 
pulse amplifier is fed into a channel pulse height discriminator adjust
ed to pass pulses corresponding to the spectral region being investi
gated, most counter background pulses will be rejected, together with 
those cau·sed by radiation reflected in the second order from the crystal 
and scattered radiation which is widely different in quantum energy from 
that desired. By this means it is possible to reduce the counter baqk
ground to 3 counts per minute (cpm) and to measure intensities of 20 cpm 
to one percent accuracy. ~~e final register can be either a fast scaler 
or rate meter and pen recorder. The maximum intensity measurable with 
acceptable accuracy by such pulse counting techniques is about 5xl05 cpm. 

Scintillation detectors likewise have the characteristic that their 
output potential pulse is proportional to the quantum energy. The re
mainder of the instrument.ation is the same as for the proportional 
counter. The chief advantage of the scintillation detector is that it 
preserves its sensitivity at short wavelengths where the gas of the 
proportional counter becomes quite transparent (~ 0.7A). The chiet dis
advantage is that the pulse size at the longer wavel~ngths become com
parable to the thermal emission pulses from the cathode of the photo
multiplier and the signal-to-noise ratio suffers correspondingly. This 
can be remedied by cooling the photomultiplier to dry ice or liquid air 
temperature, an expensive and inconvenient expedient in most cases. 

Equipment for the ~~diate wavelength range (3 to 30 A) is in 
principle quite similar to that for the short wavelengths. All sub
stances become so opaque, however~ that the transmission grating spe.c
trometer is no longer useful. The main difference now is that air is 
so absorbent that it must be removed from the path of the beam as it 
traverses the spectrometer and all windows must be designed to pass the 
more easily absorbed radiation. The former is usually accomplished by 
mounting the spectrometer in an evacuated tank. There are many varia
tions on the specific design but all spectrometers for this region are 
either of the curved CI'Yst.al reflection or the two-crystal type. 

Until rather recently this spectral region was reserved almost ex
clusively for the curved cry·ata.l instrument with photographic registra
tion (13). But in recent years two curved (147)(238) and two two-crystal 
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instruments (124) (353) have been put in operation, all using electronic 
detectors. As the dispersing medium the curved crystal instruments 
have used mica in the first order at the iong~r wavelengths and in the 

I 

third and fifth orders at the short wavelength end of the interval* (341). 
Inspection of Figure 7 shows that, of the crystals indicated for the 
two-crystal spectrometer, calcite and quartz should be used at the 
shorter wavelength end of the interval, while, of course, beryl must be 
used at the longer. · 

The intermediate wavelength region is limited on the long wavelength 
side to some·20 A for curved crystal instruments by the grating space of 
mica, the only near-perfect crystal ·with a satisfactorily long grating 
space, high reflectivity, and the physical properties which make it 
acceptable". The long wavelength limit of the two-crystal spectrometer 
is at· present about 15 A, a limit imposed by the beryl crystals.** 

At wavelengths immediately greater than 20 angstroms a gap exists 
for which no really acceptat..ie experimental technique has yet been 
worked out.· . Both· crystal and ruled grating techniques. have·· been ·used. 
Useful crystals have been those of organic· salts e·ither crystallized 
from sulution or formed from the melt on flat plates by slow cooling 
(40). These crystals have grating spaces ranging from 30 to 90 angstroms. 
The concave grating at grazing incidence has likewise been used (315). 
In this region, however, the energy resolving power is none too great. 
Perhaps the combination of an organic crystal laid down on a concave 
support together with a direct photomultiplier (77) as detector would 
prove useful. The grating, perhaps would have to be cooled because of 
the rather appreciable vapor pressure of the organic material at room 
temperature. 

·The long.wavelength region (50 to 1000 A) promises to be t~e·most 
.fruitful. Here the only available technique satisfying the basic re
quirements is that of the concave ruled grating used at grazing inci
dence (41) •. The x-r~w optics are· illustrated schematically in Figure 
8. The spectral w·indow obtainable in this region is of the order of 
0.01 electron volt (42). Bo~~ emission spectra and absorption spectra 
have been recorded in this region, though absorption work is hampered· 
by the difficulty of obtaining sui table continuous spectrum sources (354). 
Both photographic and electronic registration have been used (263) (308), 

*~Fairly careful reading of Sandstrom's three.papers so far(published 
on the bent crystal spectrometer h~s not revealed. the· kind of crystal 
he is using. One supposes it is quartz or mica. 

**Mica crystals are entirely unsuitable for the two-crystal spectrometer. 
Stephenson and ~rtin (152) could find no l,-1) reflection from mica 
whatsoever., 
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Fig. a·. Optics of the concave grating spectrometer used at ·grazing incidence. 
The optics of the one-dimensiopal concave grating requires that the 
source slit s, the grating G and the detector P all be accurately on 
the Rowland circle of diameter equal to the radius of curvature of 

.the grating. The.grazing angle of the incident beam on the grating 
must be less than the critical angle for reflection in the wave
length region· of interest. Grazing angles of 2 to 6 degrees have 
been used in. the region 50 to +OOO A. The whole spectrograph must, 
of cqurse, be housed in a high vacuum. 



the latter, however, to a very limited extent and under somewhat 
questionable conditions (315). The detector in this case was the 
direct photomultiplier (77,) and perhaps the most significant fact 
learned to the present .time is that a given emission band can be re- .. 
corde.d with about one thousandth the exposure necessary with the pest 
photographic emulsion especially designed for the purpose (236). This 
has great significance for the practicability of further extensive in
vestigations in this region. 

All workers in the long wavelength field have been acutely con
scious of the need for the best possible vacuum in the x-ray. tube to 
pres~rve the cleanl.iness of the target •. Contamination of the target 
is manifested in a change of line co.ntour and ~ven of line position 
because of,. the chemical effect., Vacuum of 10-. tGrr is just marginal; 
one cannot put full confidence in the band shapes measured. To be safe 
it would seem that the vacuum should be of the order of lo-8 to lo-9 
torr. Recent developments·· in vacuum measurement and pumping at low 
pressure (246) with the ion gauge indicate that such vacuum is by no 
means unreasonable. However, the ti~e-honored pump-trap combination 
gives good promise of a.somewhat more straightforward solution. ·No. 
more than 2.5 watts of target power are required for s~tisfactory· 
r.egistration of emission bands in this region (236). It would seem 
quite feasi~le to cool the x-ray tube, including the target, With 
liquid hydrogen a~d to use a liquid hydrogen trap in the x-ray tube 
pumping line. Vacuum of 10a·9,, torr might be obtained in this manner. 

Tr~ re~laining suxiliary equipment, such as electronic stabilizers 
for the x-ray tube potential ( 105) and current ( 71), have been well · 
worked out. X~rayi.~tensity can be regulated to 0.1 percent with rela

.tively simple circuits. X~ray tube potential has been regulated to 
0.01 percent with somewhat more involved circuitry (130). 

In the discussions which fol·low, for the most part those experimen
tal studies have be~n emphasized which adhere to the standards of re
solving power and e,ccuracy of intensity measurement described a.bove . .-
It is difficult to ~valuate single crystal work in which the instrument. 
has not been standardized by comparing a satisfactory.line contour with 
that obtained using an instrument of high and known resolv.ing power and 
accuracy, such as the two~crystal spectrometer. 

III •. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

One distinguishing characteristic of x-ray spectra is their rela
tive simplicity. In the visible and ultraviolet emiss.ion spectrum of 
iron from the iron arc o~e can count some thousands of lines; the x-ray 
L-emission series of metallic iron is composed of approximately five 
lines, while the K~series has only ten (6) (142). But the simplicity. 
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of x-ray spectre is not their most important characteristic. Wben a 
piece of so:l.id iron is heated to iiacandescence one sees only a contin
uous spectrum, from which· little can be deduced about the conduction 
electron:l..c band structll.re. On the other hand, the x-ray- spectrum pre
serves its line nature even though the electron transitions occur in 
atoms tightly bound by walence forees in the solid. ~~rthermore, since 
the transitions of most interest to us occur between the valance band, 
or levels associated with it (178), and s relativ~ sharp inner level, 
we are M'forded an opportunity of gaining some knowledge of the structure 
of the valence level of the solid, if it is s.n insulator, or of the occu
pied portion of the conduction band, if it is a metal, by studying the 
emission spectrum. Conversely, studies of the absorption spectl'\Uil 
should furnish information on the conduction band of the insulator orof 
the unoccupied portion of the conduction band of the metal (5). 

The simplest spectrum imaginable should be that of a monatomic gas. 
It is a rather difficult experimental problem to excite a gas to radiate 
in the x=ra¥, region (114·). Coneeqnently .9 monatomic gases have been 
studied with adequate precision only in absorption (43) (93). Figure 9 
shows the K=sbsorption limit of gaseous argon as measured by.Psrratt. 
Absorption "l:!..nes" are clearly distinguished which arise from electron 
transitions from tha K-shell to those optical levels allowed by the 
quantum selection rules. These ar~ smongthe levels involved in the 

-optical excit~tion 6Dd rmdiation of argon gas. To the high frequency 
side of this stru,,~t-ure the absorption coefficient becomes constant, 
corresponding to the st.ructureless cont:i.nut.'lm of energy levels associated 
wi tb. complete ejection of the electron f1·cm. the s.·tom.. 

The corresponding spectrum for solid s.rgon-*, likew'"'lse taken with 
the two~crysta.l spectrometer eq_uip:ped with calcite cr.fstals, is indicated 
in Figs. 10 and 11, where it is sppsrent that although the discrete na
ture of the spectrum persists, it is considerabl~y modified in the solid. 
It is interesting that'only a minor shift in the position of the edge 
takes pls.ce betwen the gas &i'J.·fJ. the solid; it is even more interesting, 
in view of the J:lrof'ound modificat:i!.on of the optical levels as indicated 
by the w:i.d.ened. stru~::ture ,., tbat the initial. rise x·em.~&:il.ns a.lmost a.s steep 
in the solid as in the gas. ~nese data merely confirm what has been 
well know all e.lon.g, namely that col!lldene.ation or chemic.& combination 
perturbs the outer electronic st;~tss. .At fi'equencies higher than those 
shown in Fig. 11 tl?.e absorption ~oefficient continues to oscillate 

*Soules and Shaw, to be published. 
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about a meari value in a way characteristic of the crystalline structure. 
Kronig (44) gave the explanation in 1932. He suggested that it arises 
from Bragg reflections of the ejected photoelectron in the crystalline 
lattice~ · There is ample experimental. confirmation of this ide_a (331). 

It would be most instructive to study the complete _emission and 
absorption spectra of all the elements in both the gaseous and solid 
states, and then to study the same spectra in various chemical combina
tions. This, unfortunately, is not possible at the present time. We 
must be content to work with the spectra, the elements and the compounds 
which are amenable to our experimental approach. In emission studies 
with electron excitation this limits us to elements and compounds of 
relative~y high melting point, chemical stability under electron bom
bardment, and good heat conductivity. In absorption studies .the s~ple 
must be prepared in the form of thin, uniform foils, free from holes~ 
All samples, of course, should be as pure as ·--possible and precautions 
should be taken that they remain pure. during the measurements. The 
easiest materials to WOI'k with ~e the refractory metals and ·alloys, 
though a very considerable B.JllOunt of work has been done with chemical 
compounds.such as.metallic oxides, sulfides, and salts, and in ~bsorp
tion even with solutions _(229), _with most interesting results: 

Although fluorescence excitation has been used in a very lim~ted 
number of investigations (45), this method certainly has not been ex
ploited as it should be. Here, of course, damage to the sample by 
radiation is far less tha~ that produced by electron bombardment. Com
pounds, as well aa metals with relatively low melting points and high 
vapor pressures, can be investigated. 

The following discussions will review material published mainly · 
since 1945, together with some material not yet. in print._ Mlle.Cauchois, 
in her 1948 review article (3), gives a-bibliography of work from about 
1930 to 1948. The references also are grouped at the conclusion of the 
paper.in an auxiliary list according to the chemical element. In his 
book, published in 1931, Professor M. Siegbahn (6) gives an extra
ordinarily complete and useful bibliography 9f the older work. 

K-SERIES SPECTRA . 

. Studies of the contours as ~ll as the wavelength of the K-series 
emission lines have been carried out for a f~irly large number of pure 
elements beginning with lithium (atomic number 3) and for a few alloys 
and compounds. Absorption spectra have not been so thoroughly studied, 
doubtless because experimentally they are more difficult to measure, 
especiallY in _the longer wavelengths. 

Most of the work in the short wavelength region was done before 
World War II. The thorough appreciation of the limitations in this 
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region, discussed previously in this report, together with the im-. 
proveme~t in experimental techniques, es:g~cially electronics, 'du:dlig 
and immediately after the war have led to a new emphasis on the inter
mediate and long wavelength regions. 

Space does not permit a review of the older work in the short 
wavelength region, but representative references are included in the 
bibliography. 

The most complete and interesting work on insulators is that of 
Parr.att and Jossem on crystalline KCl (341). :. In a paper remarkable for 
its clarity and precision of expression they give a thorough discussion 
of the emission.and absorption contours for potassium and for chlorine 
taken both with a curved crystal and with a two-crystal instrument 
(Fig. 12). One sees that the emission structure is well separated from 
the absorption spectrum, as expected for an insulator (5). 

It is quite clear from the known electronic configurations of 
atomic potassium and chlorine (7) that the ~1 line in either case in• 
volves electron transitions associated with the 3P levels in the : 
crystal (Fig. 13). The ~1 line is found to have quite accurately a 
Lorentzian shape, indicating that the transition occurs between singlet 
atomic states. On this assumption the widths of the ~1 final states 
will be given by the width at half maximum of the corresponding observed 
~l line, corrected for the resolving power of the instrument and the 
width of the initial state. ~1e widths of the final states at half 
maximum turn out to have the remarkably small values of 0.33 ev for 
chlorine and 0.22 ev for potassium. 

The 3P band width at half maximum is estimated theoretically to be 
about 2 ev for chlorine and 1.5 ev for potassium (14) .•. If it is~assUm.ed 
that the width of the ~1 final state as calculated above is also the· 
width of the corresponding 3p band, we must conclude that the band is 
much narrower than one would expect.* The faint structure ~x:.and ~" 
(Fig. 12) might be assumed to be satellite l-ines, arising from double 
inner' ionization of the excited atom~ ... 

The si tua.tion is not clarified when the absorption spectrum is con
sidered. No easy explanation for the relatively narrow peaks A and B 
(Fig. 12) presents itself. These would simply be a part of the density
of-states curve (multiplied.by the· transition probability) above the 
bottom:of the conduction band, represented by the initial rise in ab
sorption. 

* O'Bryan, however, in studies of the L-absorption spectr~ of sodium 
in sodium halides ( 46) found absorption lines no wider than 0.:5 ~v, 
and some as narrow as 0.2 ev. 
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The picture changes somewhat for'the better if we admit the hy
pothesis of exciton states and discard the one-electron approximation. 
A and B, then, become absorption lines into the atomic-like exciton 
states below the conduction bands, while the ~l emission line is 
pictured as arising from exciton states below the respective 3p band, 
thus accounting nicely for the narrow width and the Lorentzian shape. 
The lines ~x and W' perhaps likewise may be associated with exciton 
states but might ~so be interpreted as true satellites. We have 
failed entirely to·correlate the emission spectrum with the density-of
states curve in the valence band. In the words of Parratt and Jossem, 
11 
••• the strong emission line involv~ng the valence band electrons 

probably does not ·in· general give much information··about· the normal 
unperturbed valence band itself•· This conclusion, contrary to the ·most 
fundamental postulate in x-ray spectroscopy of the solid state, is more 
or less tentative. ·If this conclusion is wrong, we seem obliged to 
believe that the valence band in KCl is only 0.33 ev wide at the half 
maximum of the density-of-states curve. Resolution of the question 
awaits a more precise theoretical treatment than has yet been made. 11 

It is ·of interest to re-examine the·K-absorption curve for ·solid 
argon (Z=l8), whose atomic number lies between those· Qf chlorine and 
potassiUm (Fig. 10). We should bear _in mind the fact that the 
van der Waals forces which bind this solid are far weaker than the 
polar forces binding the KCl crystal. However, there is no reason to 
assume that exciton levels shoulo not form below the conductio~ band in 
this case as in tht-1.t of the polar crystal, for this is essentially an 
atomic property, modified, to be sure, by the general crystalline field • 

. : ... 
The value for the high frequency dielectric constant as calc1,1lated 

with the Lorentz-Lorenz formula a~d the polarizability of the. argon 
atom as given by Mott ana. Gurney (8) is about 1.6. Assuming the hydro
genic approxini.ation for the exciton states, this leads to a separation 
of the A pe:a'k from the bottom of the conduction band of 5.4 ev* while 
the ·separation of t.he B·level is only 1.3 ev. Figure 10 fails to show 
the· well~defined double peak so prominent in both the chlorine and 
potassium absorption curves for KCl. The initial absorption rise for 
argon, however, is. singularly sharp, almost as sharp as the true ab
sorption line of gaseous argon, while the high frequency side of the 
absorption peak is noticeably less. steep. We suggest that the initial 
absorption rise represents transitions into exciton states so close 
together that even t.he first two are not resolved. That such an explan
ation is entirely at· variance with the hypothesis of hydrogenic·· exciton 
states cannot be taken very seriously. No explanation is offered as to 

·*Reference {341), Equation (3). 
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why the first two exciton peaks should be so well separated in the 
chlorine and potassium spectra and not in the argon. 

Figure 14 shows the K-absorption curves for gaseous and solid 
krypton (Z=36) at 0.86 A. The gaseous structure here is so fine that 
it is obscured by the large' K-level width and the ·comparatively wide 
spectral window of the spectrometer {47). Structure for the solid, 
however, shows two well-defined peaks, the first of which has probably 
been lowered considerably by the poor resolution at this wavelength. 
The separation is abqut 10 ev, making the asso~iation of the second· 
peak with an exciton level doubtful. We might conclude, then, that 
the argwments offered for argon might be applied as well to krypton. 

Moore and Chalklin (336) report recent measurements on the 
K-emission spectrum of gaseous neon excited by electrodeless discharge 
in a vacuum tube. The Ko:1 2 and Ko:3 4 lines were obtained with good 
intensity, but the ~1 emis§ion, as e~pected, is quite weak. The spec
trometer is of the curved mica crystal type with photographic recording. 
Unfortunately, no two-crystal data were avE~.ilable in this region of the 
spectrum (14A) to make possible a good study of the resolution of the 
instrument. Width and structure data must be.taken·with·some reserva
tion. A corresponding study of argon to be correlated with the absorp
tion studies on argon and the emission and absorption studies on'KCl 
discussed above would be of considerable interest, as also, of course, 
would the emission spectrum of solid argon.· 

We turn now to the metals Iv".g (Z=l2 ), a.ud Al (Z=l3) •. Recent measure
ments* on the K-emission and absorption structure made with the two
crystal spectrometer equipped with beryl crystals** are shown in Figs. 
15, 16, and 17. The emission lines-are to be compared,to those of 
Farineau (50) and Cauchois (257) for aluminum and.to.Farineau (50) for 
magnesium. These lines are of particular interest because they· do not 
exhibit a common aberration which so often limits the usefulness of 
emission lines for band structure studies. We refer to the 11 satellite. 11 

lines on the high frequency side of the emission edge, such as those 

*·Soules and Shaw, to.be .published. 

-IE:*Cauchois .. (203 ) .. and Sandstrom ( 48) rightly criticized· older measure-
·ments by Mtinier, Bearden and Shaw (49) on -the absorption spectrum of 

aluminum because no correction for variations of spectral reflectiv
ity of the beryl crystals {which contain aluminum) had been made. 
Unfortunately, such correction could not be made with the experimental 
arrangement used at that time. In the present data the correction 
h~s been made .bQth·for the e;m,ission and the absorption spectra. 
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observed by Beeman and Friedman (51) for the Kr lines of elements in 
the first transition group. The emission edgev for magnesium and 
aluminum are quite clear-cut and by nsing the method of Richtmyer, 
Barnes and' Ramberg (52) we find 0. 7 ev ·and .0.9 ev respectively for the 
widths of the K levels at half maximum. 

The shapes of the ~ lines for Mg and A.l are of mo~e than passing 
interest. In 1934 Jones, Mott and Skinner (53) showed that for a free 
electron metal, the transition probability to the inner level varies 
through the conduction band in such a way that a K-emission line 
should.rise as (E-E0 )3/2 on its low frequency side (where (E-E0 ) is the 
energy above the low'frequency limit of the liije, E0 ~epresen~ing the 
bottom of the conduction band), and as (E-E0 )

112 for an LII,III line. 
Farineau'·s (50) result for alum.inum favored the latter form, while 
Cauchois' curve (257) indicates the former. Figure 15 for Aland Fig. 
16 for Mg agree quite well with the Jones-Mott-Skinner prediction of 
the shape for a Kline. 

Much later Matyas (103) made approximate calculations on the con
duction band structure of aluminum and compared the results with the 
L-emission.measurements of O'Bryan and Skinner (55) and the K-emission 
a~cording tq Farineau (54). The agreement was quite satisfactory 
within the limitations of the calculations, but unfortunately Farineau's 
observed K-line contour seems to have been in error. 

Figure 17 shows both the ~ emission and the K-absorption spectral 
structures for aluminum. No readjustme~t in instrumen~al,settings was 
made between the two sets of data. It is interesting that not only 
does the position of the emission edge correspond to that of the ab
sorption edge (15) within the experimental 'error of 0.1 ev, but the 
slopes of the curves at the inflection point are.iq.entical, as·one 
should expect for simple edges in a metal~ K-level widths calculated 
from the form of the absorption edges (52) correspond with those calcu
lated above from the emission edges. 

That the emission and absorption edges correspond in position for 
a metal is not at all inconsistent with the hypothesis of exciton 
states below the conduction band for the excited ion in the metallic 
crystal. In 1952 Friedel: made a theoretical investigation of the dis
tribution·of electrons around a positively charged impurity atom in a 
monovalent metal ·(213). Because of the high electron. mobility we .should 
expect that in any case the positive charge would be screened. Friedel 
showed that this can also occur by the formation of exciton or bound 
states below the conduction band. With this assumption the absorption 
and emission schemata are shown in Fig. 18. The absorption_process is 
pictured (Fig. 18a) as follows: One of the ls electrons A is lifted 
into a p state B above the Fermi level upon absorption of the incident 
quantum, creating the exciton level Ex and the ls' bound state (A'D' ). 
·~o additional transitions occur, one by an electron from the top of 
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the Fermi level into the exciton level ( C ~-C'), the othe·r by the re
maining electron in the ls level t9 the bound ls' level (D~ D' )., an 
effect of the enhanced effective nuclear charge. The electron in the 
localized exciton level C' effectively screens the positive charge A' 
left by the ejected electron. The total quantum energy required is 

E = EAB - Enn' ~ Ecc' ~ (2) 

The energy for the absorption edge is given by form~la (2)_when B is at 
the Fermi level (16). The emission.process is.the e_xact·inverse (Fig. 
l8b) of the absorption; the structure will lie to the low energy or . . 
long wavelength side of the emission edge, whose energy is given when 
B again is at the Fermi level. Thus, the emission. and absorption edges 
will correspond in energy. It is interesting that in the case of the 
metal, as with-the insulator, we must discard the one-electron approx-
imation to allow the polyelec~ronic transitions. · 

It must be remarked that the postulation of exciton.levels ·is not 
necessary.-for the explanation of the correspond~nce of emission and 
absorption. edges in metal~. The older view (5) that the conduction 
band remains·unperturbed and that absorption occurs with transition of 
an inner electron to unoccupied levels in the conduction band, wh~le 
emission takes place with an electron transition from the occupied por
tion to the inner level, is quite sufficient. However, we infer the 
existence of exciton levels in insulator~ from the characteristics of 
the emiss-ion and absorption spectra; Friedel demonstrates that a like 
.inference for metals is not inconsistent wi-th the observed x-ray spec
tra or other p~rtinent properties. As a matter of fact, recent spectral 
data on zirconium (Z=40) lend further support to the exciton postulate 
for metals, as we shall see presently .• 

Few K~series spectra have:been studied in the long wavelength 
·region in recent years. Chalklin (98) in 1948 reported measurements 

on the emission. spectrum of carbon at 44 A made ·with a curved crystal· 
grating at grazing incidence with 'photographic recording. ··The blacken
ing curve was obtained for each photographic plate and the micro
phetometer curves were transformed. -to intensity curves.· The resolutio~, 
estimated from structure observed in the bands, is of the order of 
0.2 ~v. Carbon is interesting because it exists both as a semi
conductor (graphite) and as an insulator (diamond) •. The curves for 
carbon in graphite, diamond, and SiC are quite unsymmetrical and all are 
several electron volts wide •. More, and perhaps more accurate, data will 
be needed·on carbon before comparisons.with theory.will become profitable 
(2G6.) ( 

No new measurements on the K spectrum of li:thium .have been ;.made 
since O'Bryan and Skinner reported on the emission (55) in 1934, and 
Skinner and Johnston presented absorption measurements (56) in 1937. 
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Friedel (213), however, applied the process illustrated in Fig. 18 to 
calculate ·the position of the absorption edge of lithium, as well as 
the position of structure observed on the high frequency side of the 
edge (56). He assumed to a first approximation that the lithium atom 
is ionized in the unperturbed crystal. The main term in the absorption 
energy, then, is the excitation energy EI of 1~+ (ls2 --7 ls2s). This 
energy is given from the term values in Bacher and Goudsmit (9) as 
58.7 ev. From this must be subtracted 3.1 ev for the exchange energy 
between the 2s' electron and the 2s conduction band and a further 
0.1 ev for the polarization of the 2s' electron by the surrounding 
atomic polyhedra •. The resulting 55.5 ev for the quantum energy cor~es
ponding to the absorption edge (or the emission edge) ·compares· ver.y 
favorably to the measured value of 54.5 ev (228 A) in absorption (56) 
and 54.8 ev (225 A) in emission (55). Similar calculations are made 
for LII III of sodium, which gave the absorption edge energy as 30.1 ev 
compared with the observed energy of 30.6 ev (46). In a subsequent 
paper (214) Friedel showed that the exciton hypothesis also yields the 
correct value for the increase in absorption coefficient for Li through 
the absorption edge. 

L-SERIES SPECTRA 

Only a .few L-series spectra have been thoroughly investigated. In 
the short wavelength region Richtmyer, Barnes and Ramberg (52) made 
careful measurements on both the emissj_on and absorption structures for 
gold (Z=79) with the caldte two-crystal spectrometer~ They made the 
first comparisons between observed absorption edges and their predicted 
arctangent form. On the assumption that the width of a line is given by 
the sum of the widths of the levels involved and using the observed width 
of the LIII level and the widths of the various lines; a table- is pre
pared giving·the widths of almost all the x-ray energy levels for gold. 

In 1938 Parratt (57) made comparable measurem~nts, again with the 
calcite two-c·rystal·spectrometer, for silver (Z=47) in the wavelength 
region J ~ 2A to 4-. 7.A.. A table is likewise prepared for the -energy level 
widths of silver. Of·pa.rti"cular interest· to us when we discuss the L 
spec·trum. of· zirc·'Ol1ium: (Z=40 }·:will be the satellites accompanying the 
lines 1cq (LrriMv) ,. :Lt32 .·(LriiNrv v), 1131 (LIIMiv) and Lrl (LriNru). 
LXl it~elf, ·so far as the measu~ments show,is singleo Hirsh (25) has 
discussed the· application of Coster and Kronig's theory (58) to these 
transitions. and poi~ts out that the satellite lines of I.a1 and 1132 
shou·ld be relatively strong for silver, while those of 1131 and Lr1 
should be quite weak. These predictions are substantiated by Parratt • 

. Recently measurements· have been completed on the L-series emission 
spectrum of zirco~ium (Z=40)*. Four of the lines, corresponding to 

*Spielberg and· Shaw; to be publis"hed. · 
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those mentioned for silver, turn out to be of especial interest. They 
are shown in Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22. While ~2 in silver was accom
p;a.nied by promi:nent satellites, none could be found for zirconiumR On 
the contrary, the Lr1 line, which is quite without structure in silver 
(the satellites are well separated from the parent line), is found in 
zirconium to have prominent structure on its high frequency side, which 
we might presume is a satellite structure .. This structure has several 
noteworthy features. The observed contour indicates that a) there are 
two lines; b) the lines are very close to the "parent" line Lr1 - much 
closer than the satellites of ~1, for example; c) the lines are . 
narrower than the parent J,ine, rather than wider, as one expects for 
satellites on the simple Coster-Kronig theorY*. It is ·'to be noted 
that -the ID1_ and 43::::> lines have the same initial state ~LIII); while. 
the final states differ in that for La1 it is an atomic state (Mrv v), 
but ~2 is associated with the conduction band. The same description 
applies to ~1 and Lrv except that here the initial state is LII and 
the fin.al state for Ll31 is Mrv (17), 

J. ~orringa** has suggested that the observed structure of the 
Lr1 line indeed is satellites, but that the satellite process combines 
double ionization of the excited atom with transitions from exciton 
states below the conduction band. 

'I'he satellite transitions are pictured in the following way. 
~irconium has atomic number 40, its electron configuration differing 
from that of rhodium (Z=45) only in the conduction level. Double ion
ization in the L+I level will proceed, then, for zirconium as for 
rhodium (Fig. 3c), ·the atom finally being ionized doubly in the levels 
LII Miv, v· But now each of these ionizations ~11 form an exCiton 
level. below the conduction band more strongly bound than the exciton 
level for single ionization, and both of these levels will very quickly 
be filled with an electron. In the final satellite tran·sition one of 
the eiectrons in the exciton level will pa~s to the LII level with good 
transition probability (Fig. 23), since this transi tiori is favored by 
the selection rules.· Note that·the.transition, in contrast with that 
for the single ionization· case (see the discussion in ·connection with 
Fig . ., .18 L occurs. directly from the exciton level to the Lii level 
without benefit of the conduction band. This occurs because of the 
shielding effector"t'he remaining exciton electron with the result··that 
the transition has an atomic-like character·. 

*"On· the· Wentz.el double inner ionization model we f)hould expect satel
lite 'lines to be wider· than the parent line. This follows from the 
shortlifetime of the Miv,v excited state. Experiment, in general, 
agrees:' with this· prediction (59). 

' ··-
**Korringa, to be published. 
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Let us examine how well the above-mentioned observed characteristics 
of the lines are correlated with the proposed model. (a) Two lines are 
to be expected, one corresponding to the LrrMrv state, ·the ·other to the 
LrrMv state; (b) the calculated position, on· the basis of the Coster
Kronig theory and spectroscopic data (9), is within 1 ev of the ob
served position; (c) the narrow widths of the line follow from the 
quasi-atomic nature of the transition. 

Measurements recently have been made of the contours of the prom
inent L-series emission lines of nickel, copper and zinc (.12 to 14.5A)* 
The instrument again ·was the two~crystal spectrometer with beryl 
crystals •. · The noteworthy feature of' the cu.rves for all three elements 
is their peaked nature~ exemplified b~ the curves for copper, shown in 
Figs. 24 and' 25·~, The question immediately arises, in view of results 
to be discussed presently on theM-series emission spectra-of the first 
group of transition elements, as to what one should expect for a line 
shape/· If the predominant influence determining the line shape is the 
density-of-states curve for the conduction band one·might expect, for 
example, a ·rather ir~egular shape for the I.a and I$ lines of copper 
which would correspond to the double-peaked structure indicated by 
theory (3l6 ), or some modif-ication determined by selection rules. Un
fortunately the shapes of the L absorption edges for copper are not 
lmown, so no direct estimate of the widths of the L levels is available. 
However, Beeman and Friedman (51) estimate the LIII level to have a width 
at half maximum of 1.4 ev from measurements of the K absorption edge and 
the K'al_ line width,. while the Lri level they estimate to be no less than 
2.4 ev ·wide at half maximum. These levels, which would be expected to 
have a more or less Lorentzian shape, have widths which are by no means 
a negligible fraction of the total width to be expected for the L lines. 
In addition, it mey be. that the effect of exciton states in modifying 
the transition probabi·li ty as one passes upward from the bottom of the 
conduction band cannot be ignored (16). This combination of circum
stances lends considerable uncertainty to any prediction at the present 
time of the expected 1-series line structures in this spectral region. 

-As 'indicated 'in the section on instrumentation, the most exciting 
experimental development in the x-ray spectroscopy of the solid state 
in recent years is probably the work of Harvey, Piore, et al., at MIT 
in the long wavelength region. For L-series emission only results for 
sodium (Z=ll), magnesium (Z=l2), and aluminum (Z=l3) have been reported 
in the ··literature (236). Kingston (174) transformed the experimental 
curve for aluminum into a pseudodensity-of-states curve, reproduced in 
Fig. 26; It is of interest to compare this curve with the ~ emission 
l·ine (Fig. 15). The r ... shape, in agreement with Jones, et al. (53), 
,is quite different from the K on the ],ow energy .side, , rising as 

* Spielberg, Soules and Shaw, to be published. 
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(E - Eo)l/2, if the low rrequency "tail" is subtracted off.* 

L-:-absorption spectra of several element.s have been observed :re
~ently, all .with photographic registration·.· These are very diffic;:).ll t 
experiments indeed, because of the lack of a suitable source of con
tinuous radiation, as mentioned before.' Tomboulian and .Pell (185) 
point out the precautions;with which the absorbing sample must be 
prepared for this spectral region by giving curves for aluminum when 
the metal is evaporated in a film on a zapon b~cking.and again with 
~ unbacked film. The curves are quite different on the high freq~ency. 
side of the edge.; 

M-SERIES SPECTRA 

Although a rather considerable amount of work has been done on 
M-series spectra in the intermediate wavelength region, by far the 
larger share bas been concerned with wavelength determinations and is 
not of much intere~t for our purposes~ This work is necessarily on 
elements of high atomic number. One must go to the long wavelength 
region to explore the M-series spectra of the lighter elements. Some 
interesting work has been done on metals of the first transition group 
in this region, mainly by two groups,·one in England with Skinner, the 
other at MIT with F.arvey, Piore, et al. (174) (218) (292) •. It is un
fortunate that, at the present t~, definitive experimental--results 
are not available, for these two groups do not agree on the probable 
contours of the emission bands (315). 

The experiments~ techniques used by these groups have.differed 
for the most part in two respects, in the x~ray tubes and the detectors. 
Skinner has been most careful to prepsre the x-rey tube for ope.ration 
in such a way that contam.i:nation of th~ target is kept as low as poe~ 
sible. ·A glass x-ray tube is used, which can be degassed.: by flaming, 
and the target is heated red~hot before the· target material is e~apor~ 
ated onto it. Du:r.·ing. the run of a few hours the target is renewed 
~ever~l times an hour by eva.pora.tion ·of new materia],. •.. His detector is 
a photographic plate, from which microphotometer z·ecords .are :oiade. The 
target input powr· is of the ord.er of ~- few· hundred wttr.t. · Harvey, on 
~~- ,other. hand, used fi, '1metal':, x=rey tube j which~ of course, cannot be 
l:i:ak~d out~,. . Ther~· is little doubt that this. arrangement .:is inferior to 
~h~ .~11 baked out gls.a.~. tube-. Ho-wever,_. the target po~r -and exposure 

* Landsperg _(120) c~cllrate:¢1. the sJlape qf .. ~h~ I'II ·III emis~;~ion of 
sodium, tak:f.ng :f.nto account the broadening of the individual energy 
levels of the conduction band by electron collisions. HiS prediction 
agrees quite weil with the experimental curve, including the tail. 
See reference (10);- p. 439, and reference (103) for further discus
sion. 
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times are -far smaller than those of Skinner, about 2.5 watts and five 
minutes, respectively •. This is made possible, of course, by the use 
of the direct photomultiplier as the detector. 

One striking fact -~s that the,d~ta obtained by the MIT group for 
the L-emissions of sodium, magnesium, f!Jl~ SJ.uminum agree convincingly 
well with that published long ago by the British group (54). For the 
M-series emission spectra, mostly of elements of the first transition 
group, there is little agreement (315 )(-292). Gyorgy and Harvey report 
e~ission lines for several elements having beautifully sharp emission 
edges and flattened tops, while Skinner et al. can find little, if any, 
evidence of emission edges. Their lines, in general, appear to be 
·Somewhat more peaked than those of the MIT group. In the MIT work it 
was found for several of the elements (e.g., Ca, Mn, Fe) that the 
emission edges quickly disappeared when the target became contaminated 
and reappeared only when fresh material was evaporated onto the target. 
This, of course, agrees with experience at the shorter wavelengths, 
where one observes that the emission spectrum of a metal ~ show a · 
sharp edge, whereas its oxide does not,J6o). Whether either. data 
represent the emission .. band contpur will not become clear until the 
experiment is better·don~-.. 

The MIT c~ve for copper is reproduced in Fig. 27. The original 
curve.has been corrected by dividing its ordinates by a facto~ propor
tional to the fourth power of the absolute energy. If this curve is 
temporarily accepted, we may assume that it represents the density of 
electronic states in the conduction band .after the two overlapping MII 
and MIII bands are disentangled. These are shown by the broken curves, 
which are similar in form, as expected •. The lower, broad portion of 
the curve has been identified with the s~p band in the metal and the 
narrower hump on top of this·with the narrow d band (292). 

The M-series emission curve for copper bears little resemblance 
in its shape to the L~series emission (Figs. 24 and 25) even though 
the transitions are to I, levels in both cases. 

In summary, we might say it appears we are being forced toward the 
conclusion that in the region below, say, lOOA, even though the inherent 
resolution of the method is adequate, the structure in the emission and 
absorption spectra cannot be uniquely identified with the·density-of
electronic~states curve for the valence~conduction band. Whether such 
identification at longer ~~velengths is valid is a question yet to be 
settled. 

The author is much in debt to Professor Jan Korringa for-many 
pleasant discu.ssions and to Professor Rudolph Speiser for critic ism 
of the manuscript •. 
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